There's No Single Path to Success. The 62-Year-Old
Founder Behind This Hotel Empire Is Living Proof
Alan Fuerstman's atypical entrepreneurial journey started in high school--and led to the
creation of Montage International, one of the hospitality industry's leading businesses.
By Cameron Albert-Deitch

Need a little inspiration to get your Monday going? You should meet Alan Fuerstman.
Before college, Fuerstman worked as a part-time doorman and bellboy at a Marriott hotel in Saddle
Brook, New Jersey. Working in a hotel allowed him to meet "a lot of fascinating people"--including
Bob Small, a guest who soon became that Marriott's general manager and eventually the CEO of
Fairmont Hotels. The two men connected, and the executive became Fuerstman's mentor.
Four years later, as Fuerstman contemplated going to law school, Smalls offered him a different
path: a full-time job in Marriott's management program. He took it.
Fuerstman, now 62, says it was one of the smartest decisions he ever made. It turned out that he
was talented at hospitality management. He doubled the value of one resort in Scottsdale, Arizona,
in just four years--which gave him the confidence to start his own company.
Maybe you've heard of it: Montage International, a 17-year-old luxury hospitality management firm
with a portfolio now worth nearly $3 billion. The company's revenues exceeded $400 million in 2018
alone. In a fascinating story published on Inc.com today he explains how his company found
success. Check out the piece for a lot of smart, nitty gritty growth strategies.
What I find most compelling about Fuerstman's story is how he got started. He wasn't Steve Jobs,
co-founding a company in his garage during his 20s. He didn't pull a Mark Zuckerberg, dropping out
of college to chase fortune and fame. He didn't even follow the "second act" entrepreneurial
template: retiring from a long corporate career before finally following his passion and starting the
unrelated business he always wanted to run.
Instead, he got a foot in the door early. He was lucky enough to meet the right person and smart
enough to build that relationship. He worked his way up, and used his years of expertise to launch
the venture his industry was missing.
Proof, yet again, that there's no single path to entrepreneurial success.

He Started as a Doorman at a Marriott. Now He Runs a
$3 Billion Hotel Empire
Why Alan Fuerstman, founder of the luxury-resort chain Montage International, was
right to skip going to law school.
By Sheila Marikar

Alan Fuerstman, founder and CEO of Montage Hotels & Resorts.
When Alan Fuerstman, 62, picked up a part time job as a doorman at the Marriott in his hometown,
he saw it as a way to make a few bucks before going on to college. Instead, it opened up an entirely
new path: invigorating the sometimes staid and stuffy world of luxury resorts. Today, the
management company he founded in 2002, Montage International, has a portfolio of hotels, resorts,
and private residences worth almost $3 billion; last year company revenues exceeded $400 million. -As told to Sheila Marikar
My first job was as a part time doorman at a Marriott in Saddle Brook, New Jersey. I was a high
school senior--I was hired to work Saturday and Sunday nights. A couple of weeks in, the weeknight
guy resigned, and I was asked if I could pick up additional hours. I was playing competitive tennis
then, but between that and school, I was still able to work four to five nights a week, plus weekends.
I'd call a cab for guests and load luggage into cars, clean snow off windshields in the winter.
When I graduated, I was promoted to bellman. I took it really seriously, and I met a lot of fascinating
people. Like a man by the name of Bob Small. He and his wife checked in one Saturday night, and
he started peppering me with questions: "What's it like in this area? What's it like to work in this
hotel?" A few weeks later, a co-worker says "Look alive. Here comes the new general manager." It
was Bob. He ended up becoming the CEO of Fairmont Hotels, and a mentor to me.
I went to Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania and majored in political science. I spent a semester
in Washington, D.C., interning for a young, dynamic senator named Joe Biden. I thought I would go
to law school. But the summer after I graduated, I took some time off, went out to California--and
Bob said, "come visit me in the desert." He was opening the Rancho Las Palmas resort in Rancho
Mirage, California.
I had introduced Bob to my uncle, who's a lawyer, and Bob said: "Come on. Do you really want to
be a lawyer?" He offered me a full time job, and I took it.
I got a firsthand look at everything that goes into the opening of a hotel: what it takes to get your
staff motivated, how to keep food and beverage running smoothly on a holiday weekend when the
restaurants are packed. I went into Marriott's management training program, was assigned to be the

front desk manager of the Newport Beach Marriott, and then went on to manage that hotel's
housekeeping department. I was 22.
Later I was recruited to become the general manager of a resort and country club in Arizona, after
which I got involved in resort development. In 1994, we acquired the Phoenician Resort in
Scottsdale for $240 million. I went there as the managing director, and by 1998 it was worth close to
$500 million--it was running more smoothly, the level of service was higher, and the guests were
happier.
That was maybe the first time I thought, "Hey, maybe I could do my own thing. Maybe I can create
a company of extraordinary value.
I went to a beach resort in the South--I won't say which--and they required men to wear sports
coats in the lobby in the evening. It struck me as odd. Old-fashioned, and way too formal--I didn't
want to put on a sports coat. I thought the next generation of luxury consumers would be looking for
a more gracious and humble approach to service. Fewer rules, but still incredibly focused on
craftsmanship, quality, and attention to detail. And that luxury could be best served by a smaller
company. Some of the leading luxury operators had 50, 60 hotels in their portfolio, and were getting
a bit large.
I raised the capital and launched my own company in 2002. A developer showed me a place in
Laguna Beach, on the Southern California coast, that seemed like the ideal location for our first
hotel, but I didn't have a brand yet. The name I had come up with was Platinum Hotel Group, which
was a placeholder. I went to my advertising agency; they gave me hundreds of names but nothing
felt just right. I went to a publicity company, and said, "Whoever comes up with the right name gets
$10,000." But, again, nothing hit me quite right.
Laguna Beach started as an artist colony, so I thought I'd look at artistic words. By this point, we
were going through the financial transaction; I was getting desperate. I went to an online art
reference guide, started with the A's, B's, C's ... I got to the M's and saw montage, described as an
"artful collection or compilation."
I said, "Wow, that's exactly what I'm looking to do." It sounded good off the tongue--and it wasn't
being used in the industry. I called up the lawyers and trademarked the name.
I've always felt that great hotels are centerpieces of communities, so I wanted the community of
Laguna Beach to embrace what we were doing. Before opening, we invited all the residents for a
champagne toast. Community pride in your hotel then spreads further and further, and ultimately
gets to a point where you have a national or international reputation.
Luxury in the older sense was scripted: "Here's what you say, and how you say it." For us, it really
hasn't changed in terms of trying to make sure that every guest has a truly special experience, but
that starts with stripping away formalities. When well-trained staff members can display their own
personalities, they create deeper relationships with guests. It's those relationships that drive the
repeat nature of our business--which is critical to the long-term success of a hotel.
We now have eight hotels and resorts, with nine more slated to open by 2021. In 2017, we started
Pendry, which specializes in what we call "new luxury." Pendry hotels have more hip food and
beverage spaces. They're more design-forward. They're cooler.
That's probably because my son Michael is in charge of that brand.

